
HAU STATE DANCE ENSEMBLE "VAYNAH"
Chechnya, Grozny, Business Street 19/65 8-928-749-13-10

E-mail: subbotin95@ mail.ru

The rider
of the Chechen State ensemble of dance "Vaynah".

Date:
Place:

For professional and high-quality performances of the State ensemble of 
dance "Vaynah", you need the following:

1. Artistic grimerki (grim restrooms), based on a 65-70 people with 
mirrors, chairs, racks, electric kettles, drinking water (tea, coffee, 
sugar).

2. Grim restrooms room should be placed next to the bandstand.
3. In the corridors leading to the venue, the hangers for hanging costumes.
4. Next to each rack (in the hallway) is an ironing board with steam iron 

(4 boards, 4 iron).

5. Requirements to the venue:
5.1. Paul wood, not varnished without paint or coated, covered linoleum.
5.2. The venue of the first kulisah, you must mount to install the 

tensioning rope. (Used for rooms with tightrope).
5.3. Lighting equipment: full colorful stage lights for the concert program. 

Just a 4 4 strobe light guns designed with service personnel.
5.4. At the venue, you must individually make 20 chairs with backs for 

instrumental numbers "rhythms of the mountains".

6. Requirements for articulation of the sound of the Orchestra 
Ensemble:
Orchestra: 16 people

6.1. 16 microphone with cord.
6.2. Connecting electronic instruments:

- Electric drum set;
- Bass guitar;
- Guitar solo;
- Synth (keyboard).
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6.3. 4 monitor sound to the Orchestra.
6.4. 4 connection cords "Jack-Jack»
6.5. 2 diboksa
6.6. XLD Shura-cords.
6.7. 16 soft chairs with backs.

7. Requirements for sound articulation of Ballet Ensemble:
7.1. The venue is set 4 audio monitor to center stage (Ballet)
7.2. At 2-ohms to scenes from the side scenes 2 audio monitor 

(backache), to center stage.

8. Accommodation in hotels, hotels with conveniences in the rooms is 
provided under a separate agreement with the management.

9. Eating 3 meals a day, remove the pork completely.


